Supervisor's manual for assessing
maturity test and thesis
This manual includes step-by-step screenshots and descriptions how to
1.
•

Assess contents of a maturity test in MyCourses after
a language consultant has assessed its language

Check due dates of the common schedule of the School of Business in order to find out when
you can start your part of assessing.

2. Assess and grade a thesis
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1.

1.
Open mycourses.aalto.fi

2.
3.

3.
Choose ”BIZ [your department] Thesis and
Maturity test [academic year]” from the
drop down menu My own courses

Your name

4.

Your department

2.
Log in on the upper right corner with your
Aalto account. Your name can be seen in
the corner after logging in.

You have got ”Non-editing teacher” -role in
the workspace.
If you do not see the workspace in
”My own courses” menu, contact the
study coordinator of your
department.
4.
Choose Master’s Thesis submission or
Kandidaatintyön palautus on the left
depending on the thesis you are about to
assess.

5.

5.
Scroll down for a topical date
of graduation and open a
submission inbox of a maturity
test under it by clicking the
title.

6.2

6.1

6.

6.3

Surname
6.4
Student’s name
Student’s name

7.

1. ASSESSING A
MATURITY TEST
6.
Write a student’s surname in the
Search field in order to filter the
list of submissions.
6.1.
The Search field is found more
easily, if you hide the Description
field by clicking the hide/show
button.
6.2.
If you wish to see all submissions
of a certain major (BSc) or
master’s program (MSc), choose
the one from the drop down menu
on the top
6.3.
Choose more entries if you wish to
see all submissions per page
(Search field should be empty at
the time).
6.4. In order to list the latest
submissions on the top click
Submitted (Search field should be
empty at the time).
7.
Open a submission from the
student’s row: clicking her/his
submission title.

8.

9.

10.

9.1

10.1

10.2

8.
The submission is opened on a new browser tab and it may
take a moment, because Turnitin end of the service opens
and MyCourses end remains in the other tab.
If you use Turnitin for the first time ever (user is
identified by Aalto email), you have to accept Turnitin
user agreement before you can proceed. Acceptance is
asked only once.
9.
Check that a statement of a language consultant can be
found on the top of the document: Language accepted or
Language check not needed. A statement Language failed
means, that you have to assess a fixed version of a maturity
test, which is found on another tab called Maturity test
retake in a submission inbox in MyCourses.
9.1.
If you can not see language consultant's statement at all,
click the icon Show instructor's feedback layer and move the
mouse away from it (blue icon = the layer is showed, black
icon = the layer is hidden)

10.
Check that Similarity layer icon is red (=similarity report of a submission is showed). Click it, if it is black (black=similarity layer/originality report is hidden).
Similarities with sources can be seen as coloured parts on the text. Their meaning has to be always interpreted – similarity does not necessarily mean plagiarism.
Please, learn how to interpret the originality report (a chapter in Aalto university Turnitin manual for teachers).
10.1
When reading the document, scroll it down with a mouse or with the bar on the right. You can browse pages by clicking the black box on the left.
10.2
If you wish to print the document, choose Download (10.1) and then either Current view (the view is converted into pdf file which includes both the submission and
the original report of it) or Originally submitted (a pdf file of the submission only).

11.

As you have assessed contents of a maturity test, fill in a registration form and email it to tentit-biz@aalto.fi where the result is registered into Oodi.

2. ASSESSING A THESIS
Assess a thesis respectively as a maturity test in MyCourses following the steps 1 to 10 and then jump into this phase.
• Please, keep on the common schedule of the school, so that students can graduate according to their study plans.
• A bachelor's thesis is assessed by one assessor whereas a master's thesis is assessed by two. If you assess a master's thesis, discuss with the other assessor
about criteria and fill in an assessing form together.
• Fill in an assessing form (rubrics):
Bachelor's thesis:
• Fill in an assessing form which is available in ”Instructions for supervisors” –section in MyCourses workspace. You do not need to sign an
assessing form as names of the assessors written on the form is enough.
• Email a completed form to a student and to the study coordinator of your department (as cc). This is the way how the student hears the
grade and understands how it is formed (see the tip below on how to send email to a student via MyCourses)
• Fill in the registration form and email it to tentit-biz@aalto.fi
Master’s Thesis:
• Fill in an assessing form which is available in ”Instructions for supervisors” –section in MyCourses workspace
• Email a completed form to a student and to the study coordinator of your department (as cc). This is the way how the student hears the
grade and understands how it is formed.
• A planning officer of the department puts forward a motion of master's thesis to the head of the department, who approves the thesis.
• A planning officer of the department fills in the registration form an emails it to tentit-biz@aalto.fi, saves completed assessing forms to the
common network drive for accreditations, and informs the library that the thesis can be published.
Note! How to send email to a student via MyCourses
12.
Click a student's name in the submission inbox in MyCourses
in order to send her/him an email about the grade.

12.

